
	  

Fluency	  10	  	  	  	  	  Skill	  (beginning	  blends	  such	  as	  cr-‐,	  fl-‐,	  sl-‐)	  	  	  	  November	  17th-‐21st	  	  	  

Directions:  Read left to right.  All vowel sounds are short.  Students may “stretch and say” to 
sound out these Flash Words.   Below the line read the heart words left to right; the goal is to read 
each word within 3 seconds; these words are not sounded out. 

 
flip   flag     slip      clam   plan  

gloss     glass      grab      spin      stop 
step      staff     stuff   stiff  plot 

crab  crop    trap    trip  black 
snap  brag    brad   brim     drop 

 

from  walk  talk  nine   find 

five      kind  who   want   cold 

hold  green  nine    talk       walk 

blue    yellow  good    who       why 

find  nine  walk   three   try 
 



	  

Fluency	  10	  	  	  	  	  Skill	  (beginning	  blends	  such	  as	  cr-‐,	  fl-‐,	  sl-‐)	  	  	  	  November	  17th-‐21st	  	  	  

Practice reading the sentences fluently and accurately. 

1.  The crab swam with the clam. 

2.  Trish went for a walk with Brad on the 
track. 

3.   Greg slid off the slick step. 

4.   Stan went to talk to Rick by the pond. 

5.   The cab had to stop when the red flag 
fell. 

6.   Who will grab the old hats and the 
sled?  

 

CCPS standard for reading fluency is 98% accuracy. All heart words are in bold and cannot be 
sounded out, they must be known by heart.  The other words can be sounded out using our stretch 
and say or think and say strategy. This assessment is untimed.  Scoring for 50 words: 

% Below 94% 94% 96% 98% 100% 

errors 4 or more 3 2 1 0 

	  
CCPS	  scoring	  guide	  for	  accuracy:	   	  

Advanced	  (20	  points)-‐	  98%	  accuracy;	  
Proficient	  (15	  points)-‐	  95%-‐97%	  accuracy;	   	  	  	  	  
Basic	  (10	  points)-‐	  Below	  95%	  accuracy	  


